
Talent Acquisition Specialist
Kortrijk, Belgium
What type of breed are we looking for?
As our Talent Acquisition Specialist, you will play a crucial role in the fastest growing 
pet company in Europe. After all, you will be part of the team that makes sure we hire 
the best talent on the market across Europe. You'll ensure our growing pack has 
a diverse and driven range of people so that we can continue to leave our positive 
pawprint!

What will be in your bowl?

Partner with multiple hiring managers for multiple roles (marketing, operations, 
finance, etc.) and hire for all seniority levels. We are a growing business, so the best 
talent will be found by you! Therefore, you know all the tricks to go and find them, 
and end-to-end, full-cycle recruitment is your absolute favorite thing to do and the 
challenge of sniffing out talent motivates you every day!

You will also look to continuously improve and challenge the way we do things here. 
Together with the Talent Acquisition team you will be able to influence the 
Recruitment Strategy.

You can easily excite candidates about the prospect of a career at Edgard & Cooper 
and your passion for working here will come across in everything you do. Like that 
you will be a huge part in making us the #1 scale-up employer of choice!



Skills & tricks
• You have strong experience managing a full-cycle recruitment process for

various functions and seniority levels.
• If you have experience working in or filling diverse roles for an exciting,

high-growth consumer brand like ours, that would be ideal!
• You're a natural born LinkedIn head-hunter and know all the tricks about how

to sniff out passive talent.
• You speak Dutch and English fluently and conversational French is a huge

plus, too!
• You love a challenge and partnering with our Founders and Hiring

managers excites you! You are not afraid to challenge the way things are
done.

• You don't give up! We are a growing business so recruitment can be tough!
But that is exactly what you love about this role!

Give us a shout if this sounds like you! – Please apply with a cover letter in
English answering the questions of what you think a strong selection process
looks like; and CV to sandy@edgardcooper.com

Which pack are you joining?
We’re just a bunch of animal-loving, purpose-driven, scaleup-minded pals.
Here at Edgard & Cooper, we’re big fans of purpose, curiosity and learning on the
job. We’re a young international company, and we’re growing fast. That means
we’re always looking for people who want to skill-up, who want to be challenged,
and who want to make a positive impact. Just like our dogs – Edgard and Cooper
– we’re friendly and fun, with an insatiable hunger for life. Want to come and
play?

What makes Edgard & Cooper different: Feel Good Pet food
Good food makes your mind, body and spirit feel amazing. Nothing beats fresh
meat and simple ingredients, cooked and packed with nature in mind. But most
pet foods are over-processed and come wrapped in plastic. Enough is enough.

Welcome to Edgard & Cooper – naturally tasty cat and dog food that you, your
pets and our planet can feel good about.

mailto:sandy@edgardcooper.com

